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Materials & Tools
• Screw Gun / 2” Sheet Rock Screws
• Adhesive / Caulking Gun
• Tape Measure / Pencil
• Caulking (paintable latex)
• Utility Knife

Weights & Sizes
Style  Size  Weight
BRRD-8  31.5" Diameter  10 lbs
BRRD-9  36" Diameter  12 lbs
BR-1010  39" x 39"  16 lbs
BRR-11  43" Diameter  15 lbs
BR-1212  47" x 47"  23 lbs
BR-1216  47" x 63"  30 lbs
BR-1218  47" x 71"  34 lbs
BRR-13  51" Diameter  21 lbs
BRC-1324  51" x 94"  45 lbs
BRD-1324  51" x 94"  47 lbs
BR-1515  59" x 59"  34 lbs
BRRD-16  63" Diameter  30 lbs
BRH-1622  63" x 87"  50 lbs
BRRB-1722  67" x 87"  40 lbs
BRRD-18  71" Diameter  38 lbs
BRRD-20  79" Diameter  47 lbs
BRRD-21  83" Diameter  52 lbs
BR-1824  71" x 95"  60 lbs
BRD-1926  75" x 102"  70 lbs

If you are installing the  medallion with a ceiling fan, chandelier or light, 
make sure the power is shut off at the breaker before attempting installation. 
Turning off the light switch WILL NOT prevent you from being shocked. If 
you have any doubts call an electrician.

Medallions are for decorative purposes only and cannot support the weight 
of a fan or light fixture. Your fixture must be supported by a support or 
junction box in the ceiling.

Using your center point or fixture as a reference, lightly mark the ceiling 
with pencil where the perimeter of the medallion will be. 

Adhesive should be applied liberally to the backside of the medallion where 
it touches the ceiling. Sheet rock screws will secure the medallion while the 
adhesive sets. You can use any adhesive that is rated for use with wood 
(check the back of the label) -- we have found that using Liquid Nails™ 
works well and is available at most home improvement stores.

Consult your fixture’s instructions.  You may need to purchase additional hardware to make your fixture 
compatible with the offset of the medallion.
 
Before beginning, be sure to have several people available to lift and hold the medallion in place while you 
secure the medallion to the ceiling.  With the medallion on the ground, apply adhesive liberally to the 

backside where it will touch the ceiling.  Lift the medallion up near 
the ceiling and feed the electrical wires through the center of the 
medallion.  Once the wiring is through, press the medallion against 
the ceiling and make sure it is properly aligned.
 
While your helpers continue to hold the medallion in place, use 2” 
sheet rock screws around the perimeter to secure it to the ceiling.  
On round models there will usually be exposed holes for you to 
screw through. 

On rectangular models screw in between the teeth on the dentil 
section that borders the medallion.  You can later cover the screws 
with the supplied caps for round medallions, or touch up the screw 
heads with the gold paint provided for rectangular medallions.


